
Leonardo da Vinci PARTNERSHIPS
CNC and Robotics Partnerships, CaRPs
11 Partners from Germany, Lithuania, Norway, Slovenia, Sweden

CaRPs Meeting M5 4.5. - 7.5.2011 in Värnamo, Sweden 

21 participants from all 11 partners took part. See separate participants list.
The meeting was carried out almost according to the agenda.

Agenda
Wednesday 04.05.2011
17.00 -20.00  Arrive in Värnamo. Herrestad säteri, about 13 km from railway station 
( http://www.herrestadvandrarhem.se/aktiviteter.htm ) 

Dinner

Thursday 05.05.2011
08:00  Breakfast

08:45 Departure to Ljungby vocational  school, ”Ide och resurscentrum”

12:30 Lunch at Ravema AB

13:00 Presentation of Ravema and see their exhibition, www.ravema.se 

15:00 Meeting. See below.

17:00 Visit Industrial Museum Gnosjö

Dinner at Herrestad. Sauna and bath.

Friday 06.05.2011
8:00-9:00  Breakfast

9:30 Company visit at August Pettersson modellverkstad (APM) www.apm.se 

12:00 Visiting Fenix Kunskapscentrum, a school in Vaggeryd, www.fenixkunskapscentrum.se

Lunch at the school.

14:00-15:00 Visit at SVIA, automation company http://www.svia.se/ 

18:00 Back to Herrestad.

Some of the participants left.

Dinner . Relax, fishing, sauna, bath.

Saturday 07.05.2011
Breakfast

The weather was lovely, so we went by bus to "Store Mosse" national park and went for an 
interesting walk in the park. We finished by visiting the visitors centre.

Lunch at  Herrestad. Some of the participants left after lunch, some left next day.
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Company and school visits
We had well prepared and very interesting company visits.

Ide och resurscentrum/ Corporate Knowledge Centre, Ljungby, www.ide.resurscentrum.se

This centre is based on membership of 90 companies. They recruit students from all Sweden. 
They have different CNC educational programs, both formal VET and specialized training for 
companies. We visited their well equipped workshop. The centre is accredited for CNC 
certificating. This is a national certificate (Introduction to CNC/yellow, green and blue) which in the 
future probably will be co-ordinated with an European certificate. We got very good information and 
got many good ideas about how to finance and run a CNC competence centre.

RAVEMA, www.ravema.se (one of our CaRPs partners)

For 2-3 days several companies within the region co-operated to organise exhibitions for 
customers. We were lucky who could take part in the RAVEMA exhibition where a large number of 
Mazak CNC machines were demonstrated. We also visited their educational department and some 
lectures were demonstrated.

August Pettersson modellverkstad (APM), www.apm.se

This is a company with 3 product areas; control equipment, CNC milling and measurement. They 
make prototypes and test fixtures for clients within engineering, plastics industries and automotive 
industries. It was very interesting to see CNC production with very small series; often one single 
part.

Fenix Kunskapscentrum/ Fenix Knowledge Centre, a school in Vaggeryd, 
www.fenixkunskapscentrum

We visited their new school building and their modern workshops. They do both formal VET within 
CNC and have close cooperation with companies within the region. It was very interesting to see 
how competence centre activities is organized as an integrated part of the school.

SVIA, automation company, www.svia.se

SVIA builds standardised automation, where fully developed modules can be used again and 
again. The focus is on automation with seeing robots; industrial robots are combined with SVIA's 
in-house developed vision system. With SVIA automation often machine capacity is increased up 
to 40-80%. We got a very good introduction to their vision system and ways of automation. Several 
robotics cells under construction in their workshop was demonstrated. It was also very interesting 
to hear about their new Academy for robotics; still one more way of organising a competence 
centre.

Topics for our meeting:
News

Alf Einar Holdhus, Osterøy Upper Secondary School, told about the CNC championship 
within the region where the school is located.

Dr. Rimantas Dapkus, Lithuanian Regional Research Institute, told about inspection/ 
reporting to their Leonardo da Vinci National Agency.
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Homework (WP4):

Presentations of CNC lessons. Peter Lidqvist, RAVEMA, made an introduction/demonstration of 
the Mazatrol CNC programming system. Totally 8 lessons developed by the partners are now 
available in our project web site at www.rup,no; 3 of them new or updated since meeting 
M4.

Presentations of robotics lessons. Totally 7 lessons developed by the partners are now 
available in our project web site at www.rup,no;  6 of them new or updated since meeting 
M4.

Alf Einar Holdhus, Osterøy Upper Secondary School, made a presentations of the 
multilingual list of technical terms within CNC and robotics. The partners have prepared 
proposals and made translations for the list. Mr Holdhus has been the co-ordinator. The list 
contain 312 different terms in English with English explanation and with translations in 
German, Lithuanian, Norwegian and Slovenian. Please have a look at: 
http://www.rup.no/vision/vision7.aspx?hierarchyid=1161&type=5

Deadline for missing translations is end of May 2011.

Mobility activities (WP5):

Alf Einar Holdhus, Osterøy Upper Secondary School, told about LdV Mobility application for 
Norwegians to Germany.

Karsten Böttcher, Technincal School of  Unstrut-Hainich Kreises, told about 2 apprentices 
from Germany who next week will go to Skofja Loka for a 3 weeks stay.

Dr. Frank March, LEONARDO-Office Thuringia, told about the similar good experiences 
from 2 companies in Skofja Loka hosting Germans, as from the 2 Germans visiting Norway 
last year.

Lars Mjøs, Osterøy Manufacturing Industry Association, told about a LdV VETPRO mobility 
application; Vocational Training in Robotics Automation XXI Century; VocTRA XXI. 6 
trainers from members of the association will stay for one week in Warsaw, Poland, hosted 
by PIAP, a leading R&D Centre within industrial robotics.

The partners was also discussing new mobility activities.

Communication and dissemination (WP7):

Please have a look in www.rup.no

During our M5 meeting at RAVEMA a journalist from the regional internet newspaper, 
Värnamo.nu, made interviews, and published a very good article about our partnerships; 
EU-projekt för att locka ungdomar tillbaka till industrin/ EU project to stimulate young people 
to come back to the industry. This article is published in our project website.

During the RAVEMA exhibition there was a PC-based presentation of our partnerships, 
CaRPs.

During our M5 meeting at Fenix Knowledge Centre a journalist from a local newspaper 
made interviews to prepare an article.

Reminder; from our project plan:

"Each school and their cooperating enterprise partner(s) will make a presentation of the 
project/ project results at a meeting with a manufacturing enterprise association or 
similar within their region after the kick-off meeting, M1, and the final meeting, M5." 
"Each school and their cooperating enterprise partner(s) will create a workshop for at 
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least 2 national schools and cooperating enterprises, to present and demonstrate the 
project results before the final meeting, M5."

Further cooperation
Two of our partnerships members have made Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation, 
TOI, applications including also other partnerships members:

Dr. Irma Senkuviene, UAB STEVILA, made a presentation of: Improvement of  Vocational 
Education and Training in Metal Working, MetalVET
The  main  objective  of  the  project  would  be  to  increase  the  competence  of  vocational 
education and training teachers in three key areas - CNC Machining, Quality Management 
and Material  Technologies -  and to benefit  from the partners’ experience in  transferring 
cutting-edge methods and materials,  which are  able  to  satisfy the  needs of  the  labour 
market, and adapting them to the teaching process. The project would be implemented by 
joint  efforts  of  Stevila  Professional  Training  Centre,  Kaunas  University  of   Technology, 
Marijampolė College, and two foreign partners: Europäische Bildungswerk für Beruf und 
Gesellschaft  GmbH,  a  vocational  training  centre  from  Germany,  and  a  Norwegian 
vocational school Osterøy Upper Secondary School.

Lars Mjøs, Osterøy Manufacturing Industry Association, made a presentation of: Industrial 
Robotics and Automation Laboratories, IRAL. The main aim of the TOI project is to 
create a set of training modules in scope of Industrial Robotics&Automation (IR&A) to 
educate technical teachers in vocational schools and trainers and employees of production 
SMEs about possible utilization of automated and robotized installations in industry. 
Partners will be: PIAP, Poland, Universal Robots, Denmark, 1-2 of the CaRPs schools in 
Slovenia, the Norwegian CaRPs school and manager; Osterøy Manufacturing Industry 
Association.

Final reporting to the National Agencies
The coordinator has got the final electronic report form from the NA. We looked trough the 
form. The form can be downloaded to your computer to be able to fill in. When everything is 
completed, you have to submit the form electronic and in addition sign and submit a paper 
version. Final deadline is 30. September 2011. The first part is a common part. The 
coordinator will make a proposal for part A. Each partner separate have to fill in part B.

Thanks to the coordinator
The partners/participators expressed their appreciation of the coordination work by giving 
the coordinator, Lars Mjøs, a real robot (toy). Thank you very much!

Thank you all
Thank you very much to our Swedish hosts and companies/schools for a very interesting 
stay and program and for your hospitality and kindness and thanks to all for actively taking 
part in our partnerships.

Lars Mjøs
Coordinator
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